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Metal coil drapery - aesthetic 
appeal
Metal coil drapery, a new and 
innovative decorative metal 
curtain, has the flexibility and gloss 
of metal wire and metal line.

With excellent fluid sculpture and 
regular folding, meal coil drapery 
is just like a common curtain but 
not only a common curtain.

Available with changing colors, 
metal coil drapery can bring an 
endless imagination and great 
aesthetic appeal under the 
reflecting of the light.

Boegger company has already 
entered in this field for ten years 
and has been committed into 
research and development of 
new metal curtain products. With 
high quality products and good 
service, Boegger has won a good 
reputation all over the world.



The typical material of making metal coil drapery is stainless 
steel or aluminum. Stainless steel coil drapery is more 
durable and stronger than aluminum coil drapery. While 
aluminum coil drapery is lighter and more flexibility than 
stainless steel coil drapery. In terms of price, aluminum coil 
drapery is more economical than stainless steel coil drapery. 
In terms of appearance, these two kinds of metal coil 
drapery all have sexy lines and beautiful appearance. While 
at the same time, we can also produce other material coil 
drapery, thus we can satisfy your diversified requirements.

                          Metal Coil Drapery
Exquisite craftsmanship, classical achievement
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Stainless steel coil drapery

Brass coil draperyCopper coil drapery

Aluminum coil drapery
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Specifications＆ Size

◆Real measurement figure

Wire diameter measureAperture measure

Material: iron, stainless steel, copper, 
                 aluminum, aluminum alloy, etc.
Wire diameter: 0.5 mm - 20 mm.
Weaving method: spiral weaving.
Aperture size: 3 mm – 20 mm.
Open area: 40% - 85%.
Folding rate: 120% - 150%.
Finish: zinc coated, copper plated, metallic 
color spray, etc.
Color: original metallic color or spray 
            into other colors. Thickness measure
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Color classification

Colored coil draperies open up a wide range of colorful decorative luster and 
unique texture for architectures or designers. Boegger company adopts the 
metal plating method or spraying technology for color coating. The high quality 
coating can permanently attached to the metal wires without coming off. 
With changeable color coating, the visual effect of metal coil drapery can be 
significantly strengthened from different background, different viewing distance 
and different viewing angle as well as the light reflection. Our company can 
provide a wide range of colors for your choice and color also can be customized.

Golden color coil fabricCopper color coil fabric

Metallic color coil fabricBlack coil fabric
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Folding type ＆ Attachment system

Available with folding type coil drapery and unfolding type coil drapery, our metal coil 
drapery can satisfy your practical applications. Generally, the folding rate of coil drapery 
changes from 120% to 150%. And if you choose this type coil drapery, we will provide you 
metal rings for installation.

The accessories of metal coil drapery include track, carrier wheel, fasten plate, and end 
faster. According to customers' different requirements, we can install the metal coil drapery 
with track system and can also send accessories letting the customer do it by themselves.

Carrier wheel installed on coil drapery

Fasten plate and end fastenerEnd fastener

Metal coil drapery with beautiful foldingMetal coil drapery with rings

Coil drapery with track
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Track system - sexy lines & perfect design

We company mainly produce aluminum alloy track system. Aluminum alloy track has three 

striking advantages. First, it is light in weight but has excellent flexibility and high tensile 

strength, thus it can be curved according to the any wall design.. Second, it features rust 

resistance and corrosion resistance. Third, it can be coated with white, brown, black and 

golden colors to prevent them from environment influences and mechanical effects. So our 

aluminum alloy track is the most ideal hanging system for the coil drapery.

Curved track systemStraight track system

Double track and side installation systemSingle track and top mounted installation system
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Carrier wheel system - take care of your life from the details

Carrier wheels can be made 

of stainless steel or nylon. 

Stainless steel carrier wheels 

with metallic luster and nylon 

carrier wheels with noise 

elimination design can satisfy 

your diverse requirements. 

What's more, the diameter of 

core axis, the size of wheel and 

the using material is obviously 

increased which guarantee the 

bearing capacity. With excellent 

smoothing design, the carrier 

wheels are extremely suitable 

for inside or outside track 

systems.

Stainless steel carrier wheel - smoothly across the track

Nylon carrier wheel - silent designing
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Application environment

Metal coil drapery, looks like 
and performs like traditional 
curtain, but it is far more durable 
and decorative effect more 
obvious. This decorative effect let 
architects or designers fully play 
their talents. With optional colors, 
unique texture, flexibility and light 
reflection, metal coil drapery is 
your best choice for your various 
applications.
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Contracted but not simple, noble but not buckish!

http://www.metal-curtain.com

